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Ao PROJECT STATUS 
lo STAF.Fg Dro Mo Eo Van Valkenburg9 Professor, ProJect Director, (one-
half time on Project) ; Dr. Bo Ro !ey-ers, Assistant Professor (one-third time 
on Project); Dro Jose Bo Cruz~ Jro:; Instructor (fUll time on Proaect); Don Lo 
Epley9 Instructor Crull time on P~ojec,t); James Ro Young, Instructor (one-
half time on Project sponsored by Department); So Karni3 Instructor (full time 
on Project) o Hourl.Jr employees :for summer only~ Yo FuJJ So S., Yauo 
Dro Bo Ro ~ers is resigning from the Project and the University of' 
Illinois effective 1 September 1959 to accept an appointment aa ·Prof'essor and 
Read ~f Department of Electrical Engineering~ the University of' Waterloo~ 
Wate.rloo:; Ox:?.tario 1J Canadao 
Dr. Jo Bo Cruz.9 Jro ~ has accepted an appointment as Assistant Professor 
of Electrical EngineeringJ-University of Illinois, beginning 1 September 1959o 
2 o REFORm AND PAPERS~ 
Technical Note Noo 9, 91 0n the Synthesis of Time-Varying Linear Systems 3 " 
by Jose Bo Crnz/J J'r o·, has been printed and will be distributed soono This 
report is identical with the Ph.Do thesis of Cruzo 
BoRe ~ers 9 nTrans.istor~RC Network Synth.esis,u l.959 IEE WESCON Convention 
J.. Bo Cruz, J'r o » 11 A Synthesis Procedure Based on Linvill 0 s RC Active 
Struct~p 11 Trans .. I.RE.i CT-6,y PPo 133-134 (Ma.rch.3 1959) o 
1 
Bo R .. )zy'ers~ nWha.t is Negative Impedance?" Journal of' the British Institution 
of E1ectrical Engineers$ July~ ~959o (letter to the editoro) 
The following papers have been accepted for presentation and publication in 
the forthcoming quarterg · 
Roland Eo Thomas, "The Active Constant-Resistance Lattice," will be presented 
at the National Electronics Conference on October l3o 
}tfo Eo Van Valkenburg, "Recent Advances in Active Network Synthesis, u to be 
• 
• 
presented at the Midwest Symposium on 2 December 19590 
3 0 B 0 Cruz' Jr. ~ nAn Ext ens ion of Prony g s Method to Frequency Domain 
Approximation," will be presented at the Fourth Midwest Symposium on Circuit 
Theoey to be held at Marquette University, 1 December 1959o 
Bo R., ~ers 3 "A Use:fu:l Extension of' the Nyquist Criterion to Stability 
.Analysis of Multiloop Feedback Amplifiers," to be presented at the Midwest 
Symposium on 2 December 1959o 
2 
Do L.o Epley9 "Design of Combinatorial Switching Circuits Using an Interative 
Configuration» to be presented at the Midwest Symposium on 2 December 1959o 
Bo Ro ~ers, 11$ensitivity and Stability Considerations in Active Linear 
Systems with Multi-parameter Variance./' to be presented at the Fifth National 
Communications Symposium, IRE, Utica, New York, on 6 October 1959o 
In addition, three papers have been submitted to various journals for 
consideration for publicationo 
3 o STUDIES :m PROGRESS~ The following studies are presently in progress~ 
1 a~~ 'tiii"',..C'O'!Is id··n of Prony 11 s ~ 1 ~~~u ~ _ Method to Frequency Domain approximation~ The Prony 
method which w~~ originally applied to time-domain approximation is extended to 
frequency domain approximation3 in an attempt to make the number of poles of the 
system function smallo The method is to "fit" a homogeneous differential equation 
to the "natural" :frequencies of' the system" The residues at the chosen poles 
"-
are th~n optimized in the .least integral square sense on the joo axis o An example 
is considered to illustrate the procedureo (Cruz) 
{b) lo Time Domain Optimization with Constraints on Po1e Locations~ In the 
synthesis of a network with a specified ~ulse response, 'tne .first step is 
the approximation of h( t) by a sum of exponentials o In many cases the specified 
h( t) is optilmJm in the mean square sense for stochastic input signals o It is 
planned to analyze the case when h(t) is constrained to be a sum of exponentials 
in the mean square minimization process o By this means :J no approximation wil.l 
be involved in the synthesis procedure because the constrained specification is 
• 
• 
guaranteed to be realizableo 
2 o Optimization in Other Than the Time Domain~ The classica1 optimization 
procedures for system specifications with stocastic inputs are all carried out 
in the time domaino It is hoped that carrying out t:hle optimization in the fre-
quency and in a more general )\ domain will yield interesting resultso 
3 o Adap_tive Systems ~ The possibility of representing or approximating 
adaptive servos or control systems by piece-wise linear time-varying systems 
will be exploredo (cruz) 
(c) Linear Graph Theory~ An attempt has been made to determine the number 
3 
of linear graphs vi th n nodes , b branches » of' which no more than p branches under 
a relabelling of the nodeso The problem is of general significance in switching 
theor.y9 communication theory and coding theoryo 
As yet a solution has not been found o The approach taken has been to 
establish a counting or enumeration procedure from an examination of the 
number group of all permutations of n numbers (the nodes ), and which is of' 
order n~ This woul4 seem to be a logical approach, since the properties of 
this number group have received not inconsiderable attention in recent years. (MYers) 
(d) Approximation Studies ~ The approxitnation of a gain-function from 
which the voltage-transfer functions can readily be obtained was investigated 
dux~g t~e past quartero Two types of gain-functions were considered ~ 
(1) the so-called · "brick wallo" 
(2) t .he linearly decreasing caseo 
For both problems, various cutoff frequencies were assumed, to compare the resulting 
!\mctions and the errors involvedo The process of approximation uses the expansion 
of the assigned function in orthogonal Tchebyscheff' polynomialso The inves~gation 
was confined to biquadratic transfer-f'unctions :for the convenience of the practi-
cal. designero Functions o:f higher degree require the solution of cubic, and higher, 
equationso (Karni) 
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{e) Switching ... Theory~ During the past quarter some results were obtained 
in t.he design of transmission relay switching networks using transmission 
matriceso The most important of these are: 
lo A simple way of detecting sneak paths from the matrixo 
2 o Factoring common terms :from rows of columns of' matrix so that the 
realization is simplero 
3o Splitting the matrix into two or more new matrices so that further 
factorization is possibleo 
4o Some preliminary results in using sneak paths to realize some terms 
in the desired switching functionso 
These results will be written up in more detail and submitted to a suitable 
journal during the coming qua.rtero 
Further effort was devoted to the carry-variable assignment problem in 
iterative circuit design but no general results were for.mulatedo This problem 
seems to be related to the classical problem of finding the minimal expression 
of finding the minimal expression for a Boolean functiono At this time it 
appears doubtful whether further work on this problem will be worthwhile o A 
more f~~itful problem may be the extension of the interative circuit concept 
to higher dimensions and to sequential circuitso Fo Co Rennie has made a 
start in this direction in his work on bilateral iterative networkso A portion 
of the coming quarter will be devoted to this areao 
Time will also be spent on the fonmllation of special classes of the 
general sequential circuito The state table representation of . the general 
sequential circuit becomes large and difficult to handle in a design proced-
4 
ure when the circuit is complex and has many feedback pathso New representations 
and design methods for special types of sequential circuits would be very 
use:ful.o Do Ao Huffman has already developed two of these subclasses, the linear 
sequential circui.t and the inf'ormation-lossless circuit o 
• < 
• 
• 
Two weeks of the past quarter were spent attending a special summer 
program9 "Finite~ and Infinite-State Machines," given by the Electrical 
Engineering Department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, at no 
cost to the Projecto (Epley)o 
(f) Grounded RC Two-Ports~ The previously mentioned investigation of 
uses of the inverse low-pass to band-pass transfor.mat+on has e~ded with the 
determination o:f the class of functions realizable by this method o The cl.ass 
of functions is limited to a sum of functions described by an alternating 
pole-zero configuration on a left-hand plane semicircleo Further investiga-
tion might be directed toward finding methods of approximation which yield 
just such functions» but this is not planned for the near futureo Further 
work on the synthesis of grounded RC two-ports with three ·specifications 
given has been carried outo The problem has been specialized, for the time 
being» to studying realizations of network with two zeros of transmission 
located at various places 1:o the rigb,t-half plane, and converselyj studying 
5 
the necessary complexity ?f a network of a pi-tee for.m giving zeros of certain 
multiplicities in the right~haJ.f<planeo It has been suggested that the latter 
study be expanded by use of the digital computer. It is intended that this be 
done in the next quartero If results of the studies now in progrec.s are 
favorable 3 the problem will be expanded to include more complica~ed networks 
and if possible» some general results on the synthesis of RC two-portso (Young)o 
4o TRIPS AND OTHER EVENTS~ 
Professor Van Valkenburg attended the ~ternational Symposium on Circuit 
and In:fomation Theory held in Los Angeles, California, June 16-18, 1959 at 
no cost to the Projecto 
Professor Bo Ro MYers attended WESCON, West Coast IRE Convention to deliver 
a paper based on Technical l~ote No o 1 o 
6 
Professors MYers and Cruz have been invited to ·serve as Session Chairmen for 
• "System Analysis'' and "Active Network Theory" sessions at the National Electronics 
Conference to be held in Octobero 
Submitted by~ 
31 August 1959 
• 
